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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

With Spring
Comes Change

W

elcome to the Spring Issue of the “Paralegal Press”.

This will be my last President’s message as I
stepped down at our Annual General Meeting this
month. It has been my honour and privilege to have served
the BCPA as President for the last four years, and for 11 years
as Director. I have learned a lot throughout my term on the
Board and I greatly appreciate this chance to have served
you and our growing community of paralegals alongside
many talented Directors and Committee members. Much has
changed throughout my tenure and I look forward to more
exciting things to come!
I take this opportunity to announce that my colleague and
former Vice-President of the Board, Rose Singh, has been
elected as the incoming President of the BCPA. I wish Rose
and all of our Directors much success as they continue to
collaborate to support and advance the Association.
I do plan to continue to volunteer with the BCPA and help
with special projects to help our profession evolve. I feel
fully confident that the Board—with your ideas, support and
enthusiasm—will continue to move the association and our
profession forward. Thank you for all of your encouragement,
assistance and contributions throughout the years. I look
forward to staying connected!
The New Year got off to a great start with the BCPA
hosting its first Lunch & Learn of the year in early January.
Kimberly MacMillan, Partner of R. Johnson Corp., presented
on the topic of paralegal profession trends for traditional and

alternative career growth. Kimberly reviewed the trends that
occurred in 2017 and provided an informative discussion on
the trends for 2018. The lunchtime event was well-received
by our members and we thank Kimberly for providing us with
her valuable insights.
We kept the momentum going when, on April 10, the
BCPA held its second Lunch & Learn for 2018. Brandon
Souza from Murphy Battista presented on the topic of the
social media pitfalls that may impact a client’s claim. It was a
very informative presentation and our members had positive
feedback about the event. We thank Mr. Souza for offering us
this substantive discussion.
On behalf of the BCPA Board of Directors and Editorial
Committee, we hope you will enjoy this issue of the Paralegal
Press, which contains numerous articles relevant to our
profession, including eDiscovery from Peter Sanford of
Deloitte LLP and a very special message about an access to
justice program written by Chief Justice Bauman.
Respectfully submitted,
Yves Moisan, President
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The Access to Justice
Challenge in British
Columbia1
BY CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERT BAUMAN

A

s the Chief Justice of British Columbia, I have the
honour of serving as the Chair of Access to Justice
BC—A2JBC—a network of justice system stakeholders
dedicated to meaningful change in our civil and family law
system. As a result, I feel a special responsibility to talk about
the need to improve access to justice for British Columbians.
Paralegals have an important role to play in addressing this
lack of access, and I am glad to present this topic in this issue
of Paralegal Press.
We may all have a sense that something isn’t working with
our legal system, but where should we be, ideally? A2JBC
has adopted the following definition of access to justice:
“Access to justice means enabling people to avoid, manage
and resolve civil and family legal problems and disputes.” Our
justice system must also be able to achieve these goals in a
timely, efficient, effective and proportional manner.
Importantly, access to justice cannot just be about the
courts. Nearly 12 million Canadians will experience at least
one legal problem in a given three-year period.2 We could
never train enough lawyers or paralegals to represent every
one of those people, or hire enough judges to hear every
one of those cases. Access to justice provides people with the
information they need to understand the law, and supports
them in an effort to resolve their own disputes.
Ideally, we would prevent disputes from happening in the
first place or encourage early management of legal problems,
but we have a long way to go to reach that goal. So we look
for options.
Accessing legal counsel is becoming increasingly expensive.
While private legal fees range considerably, a 2017 report in
Canadian Lawyer Magazine3 indicated that the average rate
for Western Canadian firms ranged from $204 to $430 per
hour based on the lawyer’s year of call. That same report
found that a civil action up to a two-day trial would cost
between $15,000 and $20,000, and a seven-day trial would
cost on average just under $55,000.

a lawyer, it is limited to certain types of legal problems;
specifically, criminal charges, mental health and prison
issues, serious family problems, child protection matters,
or immigration problems. Notably, this list does not include
housing or disability issues, which are a common source of
legal problems.
Even if your problem is covered by legal aid, a person’s
monthly income and assets must be below certain thresholds
in order for them to qualify. In BC, legal aid is available only
to individuals who make less than a net income of $1,550 per
month, or $18,600 a year.
The reality is that legal aid is limited in scope and the
thresholds at which it becomes available are below what
most Canadians earn. At the same time, most Canadians
cannot afford the costs of privately retained counsel. Those
with middle-incomes then fall into a gap and many have to
represent themselves.
We see the direct effects of this gap even in the Court
of Appeal. In 2016, of the 123 family appeals or leave
applications filed, 57 (46%) involved at lease one selfrepresented litigant. Of the 209 criminal appeals or leave
applications filed, 46 (22%) had a self-represented accused.4
In the Provincial Court, the numbers are even higher. There
were more than 135,000 self-represented appearances in
2015/2016, including in 69% of all small claims matters,
39% of all family matters, and 17% of all criminal matters.5
These are only the people who had the capacity to bring
their case to the courts. A large part of the access to justice
problem is that many people don’t even have the basic
knowledge to recognize what a legal problem is, or where
to go for help. It is obvious that we have fallen short of our
goal of “enabling people to avoid, manage and resolve civil
and family legal problems in a timely, efficient, and effective
manner.”
The nature and scale of this problem requires a co-

While legal aid is available to help those who cannot afford

cont’d on page 5

1 This article is an adaptation of remarks delivered by the Chief Justice at the BC Paralegal Association Annual Fall Dinner on 19 October 2017.
2 Access to Civil & Family Justice: Roadmap for Change, Action Committee on Access to Justice in Civil and Family Matters, Ottawa, Canada, October 2013
at 2
3 Mallory Hendry, “Priced for Value”, Canadian Lawyer (June 2017) 32 at 33, online: <http://www.canadianlawyermag.com/staticcontent/AttachedDocs/
CL_June_17_PricedValue.pdf>.
4 Court of Appeal for British Columbia, Annual Report, (Vancouver: 2016) at 14.
5 Provincial Court of British Columbia, Annual Report 2015/2016, (Vancouver: 2016) at 49-50.
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 4: The Access to Justice Challenge in British Columbia
ordinated, transformative response from the legal community
and society at large. This is where A2JBC comes in.

• Raise the question with your colleagues about how your
organization might contribute more to access to justice

A2JBC has chosen to define its function as providing
leadership, co-ordination and advice for addressing access
to justice issues. The leadership group that governs A2JBC
comprises 30 members and includes people from both
within and outside the justice system. A2JBC has also
adopted a Framework for Action that sets out an approach
to improving access to justice and bringing about a cultural
shift in our justice system: from working in silos to working
collaboratively; from risk-aversion to experimentation; from
court-centred to user-centred; from “justice expert” driven to
evidence-based.

• Start innovating and adopt the A2JBC approach to make
your practice more collaborative, experimental and usercentred

The reality is that legal aid is limited in scope and
the thresholds at which it becomes available are
below what most Canadians earn. At the same
time, most Canadians cannot afford the costs
of privately retained counsel.Those with middleincomes then fall into a gap and many have to
represent themselves.

A2JBC has looked at various initiatives that would
demonstrate a commitment to these goals, one of them
being a project related to the unbundling of legal services.
Unbundling refers to lawyers and paralegals providing limited
scope services at crucial points in a person’s interaction with
the justice system, rather than end-to-end representation. For
example, a person might only want a lawyer or paralegal’s
help to prepare court documents, or to review an agreement
reached through mediation. Unbundling is not exactly a new
concept, but not all family lawyers offer these services today.
A2JBC developed the unbundling initiative in partnership
with a similar program run by Mediate BC, a non-profit
organization that promotes collaborative dispute resolution.
Together, A2JBC and Mediate BC developed information
for public legal education websites about unbundled legal
services, a toolkit for lawyers and paralegals on how to offer
those services, and a roster of lawyers and paralegals willing
to provide them. While the initial project has concluded,
an A2JBC Unbundling Working Group was created to build
on the momentum of the project and generally promote
unbundling.
For those of you wondering how to get involved in the
access to justice movement, here are a few ideas:

• Share any access to justice innovation stories from your
practice with A2JBC that demonstrate the successes
you’ve experienced or lessons learned.
Addressing the access to justice challenges we have in
BC will require transformative change and the entire legal
community working together. I hope you will join us in that
effort.
Learn more about A2JBC at https://accesstojusticebc.ca.
The Honourable Robert J. Bauman is the Chief Justice of British
Columbia, Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal for British Columbia
and Chief Justice of the Court of Appeal of Yukon.
He was appointed as a justice of the Supreme Court of British
Columbia in 1996; as a justice of the Court of Appeal for British
Columbia in 2008; as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of British
Columbia in 2009; and as Chief Justice of British Columbia in 2013.
Prior to becoming a judge, he was in private practice with Bull,
Housser & Tupper in Vancouver. He worked largely in the areas
of local government and administrative law. While practicing law,
he taught administrative law at the University of British Columbia
Faculty of Law as an adjunct professor from 1991 to 1996. Since
2012, Chief Justice Bauman earned several awards and recognitions
for his contributions to the Canadian justice systems, and Canada,
generally.
Chief Justice Bauman is the founding Chair of Access to Justice BC.

Become an
Immigration
Consultant
UBC Certificate in Immigration:
Laws, Policies and Procedures
Help others immigrate to Canada. Our part-time or accelerated
programs can get you started on an exciting addition to your
career. Complete the program at UBC Robson Square in
downtown Vancouver or 100% online. The next program stars
in September 2018.

Apply now. Seats are limited.

exl.ubc.ca/bcpa

• Consider participating in the BC Family Unbundling
Roster
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Lunch & Learn
The BC Paralegal Association is pleased to offer
its members five complimentary Lunch & Learn
Events per year! As professional development is
encouraged in our industry, we ask your support in
attending these events so we can continue offering
these high-level programs.
•A
 ll Lunch & Learn events are hosted by the
CLEBC Studio, 500 – 1155 West Pender Street,
Vancouver.
•W
 ebcast Registration is available.
•O
 ur next topic is in June and will be posted in
our Events calendar shortly.
• P lease contact CLEBC Customer Service at
604-893-2121 to reserve a seat, or to receive
your log-in information. Please have your
membership number available when making
your reservation.
• L unch is provided.
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For suggestions on future topics or to volunteer as
a future speaker at a Lunch & Learn, please contact
Priscilla Cicek at priscilla@bcparalegalassociation.
com.
Please visit our Events Calendar on our website
for the upcoming dates and topics!
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YOUR MONEY
BY DEREK FULTON, CFP,
QTRADE ASSET MANAGEMENT &
PROSPERA INSURANCE AGENCIES LTD.

To Rent or to Own - That is the question

S

hould you buy a home or should you rent? With housing
prices at all-time highs, this is a question many people
ask themselves now. Here are the factors you should
consider when making this decision.
1. How much will it cost?
What will it cost to rent a property? What will a mortgage
payment be? How much can I expect to pay in property taxes?
What are the maintenance fees? Generally speaking, if the cost
of renting is the same or more than owning, then it is better
to buy a property. If renting will cost less than you would to
own, then it may make sense to rent a property. For example:
Compare renting a 2-bedroom apartment for $1500 per month
+ $350 monthly strata fees with owning a similar 2-bedroom
condo in the same area selling for $650,000 + annual property
taxes at $2000 per year. The cost of owning would be far
greater than renting a similar property so renting would be the
better option.
2. How long will you live there?
Are you looking at buying a “starter home” or will you be
buying something that you will be in for decades? Property
values can drop and stay low for years. If you plan to buy
property, plan to own it for many years. If you have a shorter
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time horizon, then renting is a better option.
3. Can you afford to buy?
Home ownership comes with costs that renters do not have.
Will you need to refurnish the home? Do you need to buy a
lawnmower or other maintenance items? Is the home a “fixer
upper”? Will you need to spend money regularly to maintain
the property? If the cost of owning will leave you with a cash
flow shortage, then renting maybe the better option.
There are many things to consider before you make a major
purchase. Speak with your financial advisor to see which option
is right for you.
Derek Fulton is a Mutual Funds Representative with Qtrade Asset
Management and a Wealth Management Specialist with Prospera
Insurance Agencies Ltd., a subsidiary of Prospera Credit Union. He
is a Certified Financial Planner (CFP®), a Fellow of the Canadian
Securities Institute (FCSI) a Chartered Investment Manager (CIM), and
a Financial Management Advisor (FMA) with more than 15 years of
experience in the financial services industry. Prospera Credit Union
provides advice and service related to deposit, loan and mortgage
products. Prospera Insurance Agencies provides advice and service
related to personal insurance and estate planning, business-owner
insurance and succession planning, and employee group benefit
plan solutions. Mutual funds and securities related financial planning
services are offered through Qtrade Asset Management Inc., member
MFDA
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Meal Prep Tips for
Busy Professionals
BY REBECCA ARMSTRONG,
INNOVATIVE FITNESS

I

t can be tough to stay on track with healthy eating, especially
with full-time jobs, raising children, and other personal and
professional commitments. That is why prepping meals in
advance for the busy week ahead is essential. Meal prepping can
help prevent us all from making unhealthy choices throughout
the week. If we have a meal prepped, you will most likely eat it!
Planning your meals takes just a bit of time and thought upfront,
and is well worth it in the long run.
Here is what I do every Sunday in order to plan some of my
meals for the week:
1.  Pre-make a large stir fry with ground turkey or ground
chicken for quick and healthy lunch/dinner.
2. Chop up fruits and veggies so they are easily accessible.
3. Freeze fruit/green packs for quick and easy smoothies
4.  Hard boil a batch of eggs for snacks or breakfasts on the go.
5.  Have quinoa and lentils cooked for easy side dishes or as a
protein source in salads.
6.  Create oatmeal in jars or other foodsaver containers, or
make a large pot of it and store it in the fridge for the week.
7.  Create healthy alternatives to treats like muffins and protein

bites to freeze.
8.  S tock your fridge with condiments like hummus, and nut
butters for quick pick-me-ups or to add to your favourite
meals or snacks.
9.  G
 rill or bake six chicken breasts for protein to add to salads
at lunch or to eat with your dinner.
10. H
 ave ingredients for salads in the fridge. Make sure to have
some sort of greens whether it is mixed greens, spinach or
kale, at least three to four vegetables, a source of protein,
and healthy fats.
If you want to see changes within your body and health,
prepping your food and snacks in advance is the way to go!
Rebecca Armstrong (BCRPA, B.Phys Ed) has provided personal
training to clients for six years, with four of those at Innovative
Fitness. She graduated from UVIC from the Recreation and Health
Education Program. A former downhill ski racer, Rebecca now enjoys
running, hiking and biking. She has run two half-marathons and is
now training for the Whistler Alpine Meadows 25 km trail run in
September. Contact Rebecca at Innovative Fitness : West Vancouver.
p. 604 913 3488/ c. 778 938 3703
rarmstrong@innovativefitness.com
www.InnovativeFitness.com
Like IF - www.Facebook.com/InnovativeFitnessWestVancouver
Instagram - ifwestvan

BCPA members - Don’t miss these upcoming courses!
May 8

Use of Financial Statements for Legal Professionals
May 11

Conveyancing Basics for Legal Support Staff
June 8

Hot Topics in Family Law: Navigating the
Financial Landscape
June 14

Personal Injury for Junior Lawyers, Paralegals
and Legal Support Staff
June 28

Wills and Estates Basics for Paralegals

Learn more at cle.bc.ca/para2018
Customer service 1-800-663-0437
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CapU UPDATE
BY WILLIAM ENWRIGHT,
INSTRUCTOR - SCHOOL OF LEGAL STUDIES,
CAPILANO UNIVERSITY

Cheers to Important Milestones
& Remarkable People

T

his year marks my 30th anniversary of teaching at
Capilano University in the School of Legal Studies. So
perhaps I have earned the right to reflect a little on what
all of us have accomplished together and how far we have
come over the past three decades.

Michael Molson deserves special mention as a person of
uncommon dedication and ability.
And Sandi Hamson is simply the best Divisional Assistant we
have ever had working with us. As many of you know, she is
always helpful and a joy to work with.

While I often hear people mention the high quality of
our program, the demanding yet challenging nature of
the curriculum, and the university’s reputation for teaching
excellence, what I think most distinguishes CapU’s achievements
is the reputation and quality of our students and our graduates.
In other words, you!

My colleagues at CapU are the best people I have ever worked
with and, for that, I thank them.

I am always astonished at the life stories of people in
our program, and at our students’ abilities to juggle many
responsibilities—a full-time job, family commitments, life events,
the ongoing demands of study and school work—and their
ability to keep it all together throughout their time with us.
When I say “keep it all together”, I do recognize that sometimes
this means “almost keep it all together” and “making a
breathless escape from certain doom” in the Law of Contracts or
Creditors Remedies!

As Lord Denning may have said: “A little high-talking if you
would, please...”

Our entire faculty takes great pride in our students and our
graduates simply because we see so many human qualities that
we admire: the capacity to grow, a sensitivity to others, and clear
serious-minded intelligence. How could we not feel proud?
I cannot praise my colleagues enough. We have amazing
people in the School of Legal Studies who are very talented
educators. John Fairlie, Karen Yip and Lindy Tucker do
excellent work recruiting and teaching Paralegals and Legal
Administrative Assistants. Deb Jamison’s singular contributions
as an instructor, legal author and leader in the university
community are truly awesome. While she is a popular and
revered mentor to many of you, she—to me—is a valued friend.
Many of you know the great Michael Begg, Calvin
Thiessen, Angeline Han, Celeste Chamberlain, Sara El
Rayess, and Monika and Todd Follett. Exceptional people!
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I also thank you and all of my former students for the
honour of teaching, trying out my now-famous “entertainment
method” of teaching law, and for bearing with my humour in
learning law and finding out how some things tick!

One thing is most certainly true: Legal education is selfeducation. No one can do it for you. You have to make the
effort and embrace the discipline by yourself. And that, however
stressful, is an accomplishment in which we can all share. Your
success is our success.
I raise a toast: “Why stop now?”
William Enwright received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree
in 1976 and a Master of Fine Arts degree in 1979 from The
University of British Columbia. In 1983, he obtained his LL.B.
from McGill University and then attended the University of
Saskatchewan as a University Scholar.
William articled with DeBou, Wood and Company and was
called to the BC Bar in 1986. Since that time he has worked in
Alberta and British Columbia in aboriginal law, administrative
law and criminal law. In 1992, he was appointed to the British
Columbia Review Board, where he worked as Registrar and
Counsel.
Since 1997, William has worked extensively on the
development of Paralegal Distance Education courses for
Capilano University. He also gives seminars to lawyers and
adjudicators on legal writing, business law and aboriginal law. In
2009 and 2010, William was a Visiting Professor at Kushiro Public
University of Economics in Kushiro, Japan. During the 2011 –
2012 academic year, William was on educational leave at Hebrew
University, Jerusalem, and in Osaka, Japan.
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First-ever Electronic
Discovery & Litigation
Technology Course
in BC
BY ANN HALKETT, ALEXANDER HOLBURN BEAUDIN + LANG LLP &
MONIQUE SEVER, HARPER GREY LLP

H

ave you ever wondered about the best way to gather
your client’s “documents”, and what those documents
might even be? Perhaps you’ve had a lawyer ask you
to call the client and get their “documents”. Or maybe the
request came more abstractly in the form of a request from
the lawyer to the client: “Send me all your documents.”
Years ago, this request was fairly straightforward. The client
might have paper business records, general ledger statements,
financial statements and bank statements, copies of invoices,
letters and agreements to send. If you couldn’t get it all from
the client’s office or home, the records could be organized by
the client and given to you. You would sort through the paper
documents, separate them into particular piles according to
issues in the case, organize them chronologically, and list them.
Eventually, we started changing the way we do business.
Invoices now get generated from a program (e.g., Quickbooks)
instead of from manual typewriters. Clients receive invoices
directly by email, or a link to download the invoice. Banks have
changed the way they do business as well, such that fewer
cheques are written and more electronic transfers and automatic
bill payments are made. Customers and clients correspond by
way of email or text message. Throw in social media and various
other communication platforms you have likely never heard
of such as Slack and it becomes plain to see that all of these
changes have made the job of collecting, reviewing, and listing
of documents quite a different game.
Today, nearly every litigation case has some aspect of electronic
information to collect, review, and produce. In our profession,
this is all a part of electronic discovery—or eDiscovery—and is its
own discipline.
The collection of emails alone is an increasingly difficult
task given the variety of email programs (Outlook, Lotus
Notes, Gmail/Cloud mail, etc.). Do you know what to do with
the emails once you have them? How do you review them
efficiently and effectively without printing them and all of their
attachments? What software tools are best suited to this, and
how do you apply them? How do you and your firm manage the
sheer volume and costs of this labour?
We can help! We have developed the “Electronic Discovery &
Litigation Technology” course that will be offered at Vancouver
Community College starting on May 1, 2018. It will run for
seven weeks and will provide you with the basic skills and tips
needed to understand and interpret this strange new world so

10
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that you can better negotiate eDiscovery issues on any file.
We will take you through the lifecycle of a case, explain what
the challenges of collection and identification of electronic
evidence entails, and how to overcome them, discuss the
various software tools you will need to use to collect, review and
produce this evidence and provide you with a list of resources
you can access after the course that will continue to assist you in
dealing with this new world.
Whether you are a seasoned legal administrative assistant or
paralegal, a newbie looking to get into the profession, a lawyer
who just wants to understand the new discovery world, or
someone in between, you will benefit from this course and feel
more confident in dealing with electronic discovery.
For more information, see the VCC website at: http://www.
vcc.ca/programscourses/courses/electronic-discovery--litigationtechnology-legl-1180/
Note: This course is an introduction to a selection of different
types of litigation technologies. This course will not provide
software training. It is recommended that students seek separate
software training in the programs that their offices use.
Ann Halkett is the Litigation Support Manager at Alexander
Holburn Beaudin + Lang LLP. She is responsible for all aspects of
building and maintaining firm-wide litigation support systems and
practices, selection and implementation of litigation support and
eDiscovery technologies, creation and implementation of effective
litigation support practice policies, procedures, oversight and
management of litigation support personnel, and education within
the firm. She has more than 20 years of legal experience and, and
is certified in a number of different litigation support software
programs. Ann is a member of the BC Paralegal Association, BC
Legal Management Assocation Litigation Support Subsection, and
the International Legal Technology Association.
Monique Sever is a Paralegal and eDiscovery Specialist at Harper
Grey LLP in the Commercial Litigation Practice Group. She has
extensive knowledge in the design and use of various document
management systems utilized for complex, document-intensive and
multi-party litigation. She provides advice and support to assist with
the firm’s variety of litigation support software as well as assisting
clients with the collection of their electronically stored information,
and the review, analysis and production of same. Monique is the
Co-chair and a contributing member of the Practice + Procedures
Focus Group that assists the court with the drafting and updating of
the Electronic Practice Directive and the Guidelines on Benchmarking
of Costs paper for the Canadian Judicial Council. Monique is a
member of the BC Paralegal Association, BC Legal Management
Association Litigation Support Subsection, Association of Litigation
Support Professionals (Vancouver), and the International Legal
Technology Association.
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BCCA Dismisses Appeal / Liability Finding/
Contributory Negligence
A blog intended to increase knowledge on substantive law
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his recent BC Court of Appeal decision in Chand v. Southern
Railway of British Columbia Limited, 2018 BCCA 41 (CanLII)
concerns a finding from the lower court that the driver
of a van (Mr. Chand) who collided with a railway was not held
contributorily negligent even though he pled guilty to a regulatory
fine and had no recollection of the incident. The appeal is on the
grounds that the judge erred in her assessment of a witness’s
testimony and erred in her assessment of Mr. Chand’s duty of
care for his own safety. The lower court decision found that the
railway company was 100% at fault for the collision. The railway
company appealed the lower court decision. However, the BCCA
dismissed this appeal.
This is an interesting case and I will quote from the case
directly:
Following a nine-day liability only trial, the judge found that
neither the bells nor signal lights on the south side of the Scott
Road crossing were functioning at the time of the collision. The
judge found that the train’s conductor, Mr. Steve Cohen, was
responsible for keeping a lookout on the left side of the train, and
was negligent because he failed to notice that the signal lights
had not been flashing for at least 20 seconds before the train
entered the crossing. In these circumstances Mr. Cohen had a
duty to stop the train and manually guide it through the crossing.
[3] Mr. Chand was seriously injured in the accident and had
no memory of the events. He pleaded guilty to a charge under s.
144 of the Motor Vehicle Act, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 318, for driving
without due care and attention, for which he received a $1,500
fine.
[4] At trial, the Railway pleaded contributory negligence on the
part of Mr. Chand, contending that he was required to approach
the railway crossing with caution and had failed to do so. The
Railway argued Mr. Chand’s guilty plea constituted proof that he
was driving erratically. The Railway also submitted Mr. Chand had
been contributorily negligent because he failed to wear a seatbelt.
[5] The judge concluded the Railway had not established that
Mr. Chand was not wearing a seatbelt. With respect to proof that
he was driving without due care and attention, the judge said:
[87] I find that the case at bar fits within the exception
emphasized above in CUPE Local 79 at para. 53. Mr. Chand had
no memory of the collision, and so he could not offer a full and
robust defence. In addition, the fine was quite minor, with the
stakes of this subsequent proceeding being much higher. In those
circumstances, it is not surprising that Mr. Chand chose to enter a
guilty plea.
[88] Consequently, I find that in these circumstances, Mr.
Chand’s guilty plea does not constitute proof in these proceedings
that he was driving without due care or attention on the night in
question. In keeping with the independent eyewitness testimony
of Mr. Harkness and Mr. Angus, I find that Mr. Chand was not
speeding or driving erratically.
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[6] On appeal, the Railway challenges only the finding that Mr.
Chand was not contributorily negligent. The Railway contends the
judge made two errors in arriving at that conclusion:
• F irst, by misapprehending the evidence of a key witness, Mr.
Harkness, on the issue of how Mr. Chand was driving prior to
the collision; and
• S econd, by failing to find that Mr. Chand had a duty of care
that required him to do more than wear a seatbelt and refrain
from driving erratically.
The lower Court made the following finding “Mr. Chand was
not speeding or otherwise driving erratically when entering the
crossing”. And after reviewing the evidence, the BCCA did not
agree that the trial judge erred or misapprehended the witness’s
testimony.
On the second basis of the appeal, defence states that the
trial judge assessed the duty of care too narrowly. Section 185
of the Motor Vehicle Act is relevant and for his own safety, Mr.
Chand should have looked, listened and slowed down when
approaching the railway crossing.
The Court of Appeal did not agree. It reviewed the evidence
and stated that it was dark out, it was a road with heavy traffic,
and the speed limit was not reduced near the crossing. There was
signage giving notice of a railway crossing, but no signs to notify
drivers to prepare to stop. Any driver would expect the lights to
flash and bells to alert drivers to an oncoming railway. That did
not occur.
Conclusion:
“In my view, it is clear from the judge’s reasons read in the
context of the record why she found Mr. Chand had not failed
to take reasonable care for his own safety in the particular
circumstances of the case before her. Those circumstances
included Mr. Chand driving at the speed limit, not erratically,
the absence of flashing lights and bells at the crossing, and the
suddenness of the train’s appearance. In my opinion, it is implicit
in the reasons of the judge that she found there was nothing Mr.
Chand could have done to avoid or minimize the effects of the
accident. I would accordingly dismiss the appeal.”
We encourage all Paralegals to review the recent decisions of
the Court on a weekly basis on the BCSC Judgments site. This
review process will offer an in-depth comprehension of the BCSC
Rules and enactments.
See Disclaimer in “About” page of www.caselawcorner.com.
Priscilla Cicek has worked in the legal industry for 25 years. She
is a Legal Assessment Specialist representing BridgePoint Financial
Group in Western Canada. She is also BCPA’s Lunch and Learn
Chair and an Instructor with the Paralegal Department, Vancouver
Community College.
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Stress: Is it Harmful or Beneficial?
BY SANDRA CHERNOFF

S

tress, by definition, is mental or physical tension that
results from physical, emotional, or chemical causes. It
also is a condition or feeling experienced when a person
perceives that “demand” exceeds the personal and social
resources the individual is able to mobilize.
Every human being initially reacts to stress in the same
way: with a burst of adrenaline that speeds up the heart
rate, respiration, and perspiration and gives one a huge burst
of energy for the “flight or fight” response. In men, this is
increased by testosterone, and in women, it is tempered by
estrogen and oxytocin.
Stress is also different things to different people. In other
words, something that causes stress for one person will not
necessarily cause stress for another, and vice versa. It depends
on our life experiences, our temperament, and our coping
abilities. In the end, it doesn’t really matter. What does
matter, however, is that we all need strategies to deal with
whatever stresses us in a meaningful and helpful manner.
Stress depends a great deal on a person’s perception of a
situation and their real ability to cope with it.
Prolonged stress can be very harmful to an individual as
it can result in irreversible physiological damage, as well as
emotional issues. Everyone needs coping strategies to deflect
stressors and to give the body a chance to recover from the
reaction to the stimulus that upset them. Stress can cause
headaches, vision problems, sleep disruptions, panic attacks,
paranoia, feelings of helplessness, weight gain or loss, chronic
fatigue, angry outbursts, negative self-talk and doubts,
stomach and digestive problems, even heart issues and other
more severe health crises. In addition, prolonged stress has
a very negative effect on one’s immune system, making us
more vulnerable to infections. Prolonged stress also releases
cortisol, a chemical that triggers organ systems to run at high
speed and can cause damage to them.
Interestingly, short of episodes of stress can actually serve
as a catalyst to propel a person to higher achievement and
great feats of strength and endurance due to the adrenalin
that boosts our systems. One must remember, though, that
this is only true for short or medium periods of time. For
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example, if you are nervous before doing something new or
making a public presentation, you can leverage that adrenalin
rush to give you focus, which will help you do well in those
circumstances.
So, is stress harmful or beneficial? Both are actually true!
Ultimately, it depends on how long the stress lasts and how
well you cope with it. If you can learn effective strategies to
deflect and control your stress, and actually exercise those
approaches, you will be able to leverage the benefits of
stress and cope with the possible harmful aspects of this
phenomenon.
Sandy has presented Soft Skills Training Seminars to audiences
across Canada and in the US since 1995. She has presented at
teaching institutions, Dental Hygiene Study Clubs, for the BC
Institute of Chartered Accountants, Certified General Accountants,
Greater Vancouver Home Builder’s Association, Pacific Dental
Conference, Association of Professional Engineers and GeoScientists, Law Society of BC, unions, law firms, businesses, and
professional and volunteer organizations. Her energetic, humourous,
and interactive presentation style provides her sessions with variety
and a pace that makes the atmosphere conducive to retentive
learning. You can learn more about her work and read her blogs at
the following websites:
www.softskillsforsuccess.com
www.paladincoaching.com
https://www.bizcatalyst360.com/category/bizcolumnists/soft-skills-matter-bysandy-chernoff/
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Getting Your Day in Court (but not a Judge)
BY KEVIN YEE,
HAMMERBERG LAWYERS LLP

Re-published with permission from The Georgia Straight

I

t’s Monday morning at the BC Supreme Court in Vancouver.
There are eight new trials on the docket. The lawyers for all
of those cases have all crammed into a single courtroom.
They are gowned in their court robes and surrounded by carts
of banker boxes, books, and laptops. They all stand around
waiting and the tension is palpable. There is one question
written on all of their faces: Will I get a judge?
This is the courtroom for the dreaded overflow list. Lawyers
and their clients have all come together here to find out if
there are any judges left. That’s because all of the available
judges are tied up in other cases. And they have already been
warned in advance that they probably won’t get one for their
trial.
The lawyers’ small talk stops abruptly when the court clerk
announces that court is in session. A judge walks in and
addresses each case, one by one. For a few lawyers, they are
rushed to another courtroom because they are lucky enough
to get a judge in the last minute. But for many on this day,
it’s bad news. Their trials are bumped and they will need to
reschedule. This delay could mean a new trial date that’s
many months away. For the parties involved, justice will have
to wait.
The harsh reality is that this is not uncommon. According to
Bentley Doyle, spokesperson for the Trial Lawyers Association
of British Columbia, this is not a new problem. Instead, it’s
been going on for years. Doyle adds, “It’s not just judges.
There are also not enough sheriffs at the courthouse. Without
one or the other, you can’t have a trial proceeding.”
The shortage of judges is made worse by other factors.
Trials are now longer and more complicated than ever. In
the past, a one-week trial might be considered long. Now,
trials of civil disputes can take two or three weeks. Doyle
also points to the lack of legal aid and the related increase in
litigants without counsel. The courts try to accommodate selfrepresented litigants, but this slows down the proceedings.
The limited resources of the court system are stretched even
thinner.
Prominent Vancouver-based lawyer, Lyle Harris, QC, has a
unique perspective on this issue. His law firm had three trials
get bumped in just the last month due to the shortage of
judges. Harris lamented the considerable time and money
spent to prepare for those trials. Witnesses had to take time
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off work to take the stand. Expert witnesses charged high
fees for cancelled appearances. All three of those cases were
motor vehicle personal injury cases and were defended by
ICBC. Significant costs were added as a result of the delays.
These increased costs may ultimately be borne by ICBC. When
considering the overall impact of these types of delays, Harris
says, “The cost to the system is in the hundreds of thousands,
and possibly into the millions. This is borne ultimately by the
premium-paying public in British Columbia.” In other words,
you and me.
According to Harris, the BC Supreme Court judges should
number around 100. “When I last checked, we were down
eight”, says Harris. He expects approximately five more judges
will leave by the year’s end due to the legislated retirement
age. “We will be down more than 10%”, he says.
The shortage of judges affects everyone’s ability to have
their day in court. Anyone with a matrimonial case, personal
injury claim, or business dispute is affected. “The ordinary
person who wants to get into court has a very good chance
that their case simply will not be heard”, warns Harris.
What can be done? As discussed in a previous article,
BC Supreme Court judges are appointed by the federal
government. “We can’t do anything until Minister of Justice
Jody Wilson-Raybould appoints judges,” says Harris. He
adds, “This one problem, with the federal government not
appointing judges, is very fixable. It needs to be fixed right
now.”
On that Monday morning in the courtroom of the overflow
list, seven of the eight trials are bumped. The plaintiffs and
defendants who looked forward to getting their day in court
walk away exhausted and frustrated. They don’t look like
individuals who had access to justice. For them, it’s been a
tough road that has just gotten longer.
Kevin thanks Bentley Doyle and Lyle Harris, QC, for their
insight.
Kevin Yee is a personal injury lawyer at Hammerberg Lawyers LLP. He acts for
people who have been injured by others.
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More to Discover about eDiscovery
The use of analytics technology beyond dispute resolution

A

nalytics technology is influencing all areas of legal
practice in Canada. We recognize the tremendous
opportunity within the legal industry to increase
efficiency through technology, propelling the entire industry
forward by changing how work gets done, and by whom.
Electronic discovery – the roots of legal analytics
For the better part of the past decade, eDiscovery experts
have sung the praises of analytics technology to assist with
identifying, prioritizing, and segregating key information in
large data sets. Using text-based indexes, experts could identify
duplicate and near-duplicate documents, and email threads in
document sets, thereby reducing a reviewable population to
inclusive and unique records in a data set.
Today, concept clustering enables us to get a 30,000-foot
view of a data set, understanding not just what documents say,
but what they are actually about. Categorization, Technologyassisted Review and Continuous Active Learning represent the
forefront of the use of conceptual analytics, allowing review
teams to ‘teach’ a database about concepts of relevance,
privilege and key issues, and train a database to recognize
which documents are most important through iterative rounds
of document review.
Dispute resolution has been the low-hanging fruit of
analytics technology in the legal industry. With volumes of
reviewable data ever-increasing, law firms and corporations
constantly look for innovative ways to reduce costs and
increase efficiency in the litigation process. While dispute
resolution remains at the core of the legal technology market,
we have started to see an increased interest by other areas
of legal and professional-services markets to use analytics
technology strategically to accomplish unconventional goals, at
least by traditional standards.
Investigations
Increasingly, organizations that conduct internal
investigations rely on the analytic technology found in
eDiscovery processing, and review tools to help understand the
story of what happened, when it happened, and who knew
about it. We have been engaged by multiple organizations
across Canada and around the world to assist in corporate
investigations where allegations of fraud, criminal activity, or
unethical behaviour are believed to have occurred.
Often, key pieces of evidence, as well as the trends that help
illuminate use of distinct language and behaviour in corporate
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BY PETER SANFORD,
DELOITTE

culture, are contained in an organization’s business records. But
allegations of criminal activity may not be directly proven by a
smoking gun email (no one writes an email outlining, “here’s
all of the bad stuff that we are going to do”), and so these
clues must be extrapolated through patterns of communication
and nuances in language.
Enter the use of conceptual analytics to map
communications. We often get asked to review large data
sets in web-based review applications to build communication
heat maps, and monitor how these patterns changed over a
period of time. Using analytics from one week to the next,
communications analysis enable reviewers to get critical insight
into patterns of communication, what terms were used most
often, and helps investigators determine new avenues of
inquiry.

Analytics also provides investigators with insight into use of
language through concept expansion. Consider the keyword
‘hot’. An investigator can run ‘hot’ as a term against the
database and return hot, hotter, hottest, but will likely miss
boiling, spicy, handsome, beautiful and critically important,
because the idea of ‘hot’ and the word ‘hot’ capture two very
different sets of information.
Mergers and Acquisitions
While M&A due diligence review has leveraged database
technology to review large document sets for many years, we
have recently seen organizations request assistance in merging
and divesting of digital assets. We recently assisted a large
Canadian organization identify the digital assets associated
with acquisition of an asset, along with the communications of
their employees.
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 14: More to Discover about eDiscovery
From a risk-management perspective, the client had concerns
about future liabilities related to the asset, and wanted to
ensure that it possessed a complete historical record of the
asset. Using eDiscovery processing and review applications,
we worked with the client to search and cull approximately
250 email mailboxes containing many years of enterprise data.
Based on the results of processing and culling the data set, we
used keyword and conceptual searches in order to segregate
the data sets into the appropriate piles of data for preservation.

The purchaser of the asset was able to retain the
communication records relevant to the asset, and the seller
was able to divest itself of the data that was no longer relevant
and material to the organization. While this is a very specific
example of digital M&A requirements, it has broad information
governance implications, particularly in acquisitive industries
like oil & gas, and mining & resources.
IFRS 16 Contract Review
International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 16 provides
guidance on accounting standards for leases, which brings
most leases on the balance sheet for lessees under a single
model, eliminating the distinction between operating and
finance leases. Set to come into effect in January of 2019, IFRS
16 compliance involves an in-depth and high-volume review of
a company’s leases. By combining machine-learning technology
with a team of experienced professionals, we are working
actively with our clients to complete large lease review projects
within highly accelerated timelines.
Using the review software’s built-in provision models, as well
as the machine-learning tool, we can impart the knowledge
and expertise of legal professionals into our provision
models, which can then identify client-specific data points. By
combining these models with the software’s versatile search
features, reviewers had the ability to hone in on the relevant
contract provisions to complete the review in about 30% less
time than if the review had been completed manually.

On a recent IFRS 16 engagement, we deployed machinelearning technology called ©Kira to review approximately
2,500 equipment and real property leases for assets across
Canada and the United States, including leases in both English
and French. The firm leveraged a scalable team of bilingual
contractor lawyers to complete the review of the leases.
Employing built-in models of the review technology, as well
as the tool’s functionality allowing for the training of new
analytics models, the team extracted upwards of 40 data points
and clauses from the leases. The firm’s audit and advisory
teams then exported Kira’s results directly into an Excel report
and provided the client with a detailed risk assessment.
In a nutshell…
Once the domain of litigation and dispute resolution,
analytics and artificial intelligence technology are influencing
increasing numbers of legal practices across Canada. A recent
survey conducted by Deloitte in 2017 found that many of
the critical issues identified by General Counsel, including
regulatory compliance, contract management, attraction of
talent and “doing more with less”, could be alleviated by
prioritizing efforts in one area: investment in technological
solutions that will accelerate in-house departments from
responsive, supporting functions to truly strategic, insightdriven organizations.
Legal professionals have a real opportunity to have a voice
in shaping the use of legal technology by defining their
requirements and demanding customized solutions that work
for their business. An equal opportunity exists for external
service providers to incorporate more technological efficiency
in the services they provide, to help bridge the gap for in-house
legal departments. It appears that law firms are just turning
their minds to the issue, as the overwhelming majority of
respondents identified innovation in technology/service delivery
as a major game-changer in the marketplace.
Peter Sanford is a Manager in Deloitte’s eDiscovery & Forensics
group in Vancouver. He has experience working on hundreds of
matters involving discovery readiness, preservation, analysis and
reporting on electronic evidence, data processing, hosting of data in
web applications and the use of structured and conceptual analytics
to assist in prioritizing client data for review.
A trusted advisor in the Western Canadian legal community,
Peter helps remove the complexity of eDiscovery by providing clear
communication and reliable project management on complex cases.
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Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries (MTBI)
BY DR. RICHARD VEERAPEN, PH.D.
MEDLEGAL CONSULTANT, MEDLEGAL PRO

D

espite extensive research that has improved
our understanding of the epidemiology and
pathophysiology of traumatic brain injury (TBI), the
least severe form—mild traumatic brain injury (MTBI)—
remains challenging to define and diagnose accurately.
In Canada, recent studies by Emery et al analyzing data
from eight paediatric emergency departments indicate that
one out of every 70 to 220 visits is for cerebral concussion.
Additionally, more than 500,000 youth are registered hockey
players in Canada, and 10% to 20% of hockey players aged
9 to 17 years report having had at least one head injury
annually. Thus, MTBI probably affects thousands of Canadian
children each year.1
In this article, I present definitions of MTBI and concussions,
outline their diagnostic criteria and clinical effects, and discuss
some of the difficulties in accurately identifying a person who
has experienced such an injury.
Diagnostic criteria and definitions of MTBI
In the absence of objective clinical findings, the primary
diagnostic criteria for MTBI depend on the depth and duration
of impaired consciousness and post-traumatic amnesia (PTA).
PTA usually refers to anterograde amnesia; i.e., the loss of the
ability to create new memories after the event, leading to a
partial or complete inability to recall the recent past. Longterm memories from before the event generally remain intact,
although in some cases, PTA may include patchy retrograde
amnesia as well. The period of PTA is over when new memories
are laid down continuously.
MTBI is defined as acute neurophysiologic brain
dysfunction resulting from impact contact forces or sudden
acceleration/deceleration causing a transient alteration of
consciousness and/or a period of anterograde and possibly
retrograde amnesia.2
‘Alteration of consciousness’ is clearly a problematic
subjective symptom. It is commonly described as a feeling
of being ‘dazed’ or ‘disorientated’ and being unable

to account for a few seconds or minutes of events that
occurred immediately after the injury. Unfortunately, this
symptom is potentially unreliable because it is often based on
retrospective recall, sometimes after a long period following
the incident. Additionally other factors such as excitement
or stress or even intoxication can simulate periods of altered
consciousness adding to the imprecision of the diagnosis.
Canadian Family Physicians are presented with guidelines
regarding MTBI as follows:3
A patient with MTBI has had a traumatically induced
physiologic disruption of brain function, as manifested by one
or more of:
• any loss of consciousness up to 30 minutes,
• any loss of memory for events immediately before or after
the accident for as much as 24 hours,
• any alteration of mental state at the time of the accident
(e.g., feeling dazed, disoriented, or confused), or
• focal neurologic deficits that might or might not be
transient, but where the severity of the injury does not
involve:
i.

loss of consciousness exceeding 30 minutes,

ii. post-traumatic amnesia longer than 24h, or
iii. a Glasgow Coma Scale score falling below 13
after 30 minutes.
“Complicated MTBI” includes a category of patients who
meet the criteria of MTBI but whose brain imaging shows
abnormalities such as small brain contusions or haemorrhage
in the subarachnoid space (fluid space surrounding the brain).
In most other MTBI patients, brain imaging appears normal.
A position statement on TBI is offered in the Archives of
Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, available online (see
footnote). Here, the authors also list potential confounders
in the diagnosis of MTBI:4
cont’d on page 17

1 Carolyn A. Emery et al., “A Systematic Review of Psychiatric, Psychological, and Behavioural Outcomes Following Mild Traumatic Brain Injury in Children
and Adolescents,” The Canadian Journal of Psychiatry 61, no. 5 (May 1, 2016): 259–69, https://doi.org/10.1177/0706743716643741.
2 Katz, Douglas I., Sara I. Cohen, and Michael P. Alexander. “Mild traumatic brain injury.” In Handbook of clinical neurology, vol. 127, pp. 131-156.
Elsevier, 2015.
3 Marshall, Shawn, Mark Bayley, Scott McCullagh, Diana Velikonja, and Lindsay Berrigan. “Clinical practice guidelines for mild traumatic brain injury and
persistent symptoms. “Canadian Family Physician 58, no. 3 (2012): 257-267. [Guidelines adapted from the American College of Rehabilitation Medicine].
4 David K. Menon et al., “Position Statement: Definition of Traumatic Brain Injury,” Archives of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 91, no. 11 (November
1, 2010): 1637–40, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.apmr.2010.05.017. Available here: http://www.archives-pmr.org/article/S0003-9993(10)00650-7/fulltext
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 16: Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries (MTBI)
CONFOUNDER

3. Fatigue

COMMENTS

PTA versus LOC	Self-reported LOC will often include the period of
PTA.
Immediate versus
delayed LOC

If the onset of LOC is delayed until
sometime after injury and neuroimaging
studies have excluded any evidence
of structural damage, it may be less likely
that the LOC is a consequence of TBI.*

Experienced versus
reported symptoms

PTA may conceal LOC in first-person
reports. It may be important to ask for
LOC that was reported to the patient,
rather than whether the patient
experienced it. Conversely, patients may
report events that have been relayed to
them, and this may conceal PTA.

PTA versus psychogenic
amnesia

Acute stress disorder or PTSD may be
responsible for partial amnesia surrounding the
events of an injury. Preserved memory for the
events of the accident (i.e., no PTA), associated
with amnesia for events that begin sometime
after the injury, may be accounted for in part or
fully by stress or by medication administered
after the injury.

LOC and PTA caused
by drugs

Alcohol or recreational drugs that are on board
at the time of the injury, or medication
administered after the injury, may result in gaps
in memory.

Hard neurology versus
soft symptoms

While a focal neurologic deficit (transient or
persistent) or a new-onset seizure provides strong
objective evidence of CNS injury, other neurologic
findings that underpin a diagnosis of mild TBI
(fatigue, sleep disorders, headache, etc.) are less
specific and may be accounted for by stress,
anxiety, PTSD, or depression.

Abbreviations

CNS: central nervous system
PTA: post-traumatic amnesia
LOC: loss of consciousness

*This consideration should apply only to mild TBI, with no imaging
evidence of intracranial pathology. A delayed onset of LOC after possible TBI
may indicate development of a delayed intracranial space-occupying lesion,
classically an extradural hematoma, or may be attributable to a seizure. These
issues need careful consideration before any conclusion is drawn regarding
the significance of the onset of LOC.

What are ‘cerebral concussions’ and the ‘post-concussive
syndrome’?
Although the term concussion is sometimes used
synonymously with MTBI, this term usually refers to the milder
end of the spectrum of injury. Concussion was defined at the
Fourth International Conference of Concussion in Sport held in
Zurich in Nov 2012 as “a complex pathophysiological process
affecting the brain, induced by traumatic biomechanical forces”.
The criteria for diagnosing this condition are essentially very
similar to MTBI, but the Zurich consensus definition also explicitly
states that although concussion may result in neuro-pathological
changes, the clinical symptoms largely reflect a functional
disturbance rather than a structural injury.
The ‘post-concussive’ or ‘post-concussion’ syndrome is again
a problematic concept as the diagnosis of the condition depends
on the definition of concussion that is adopted. The criteria
adopted by the ICD-10 proposed in 1992, required that a) the
syndrome follows head trauma b) at least three of the following
eight symptoms are present:
1. Headache

4. Irritability
5. Difficulty with concentration
6. Memory impairment
7. Insomnia
8. Intolerance to stress, emotion or alcohol.
Further useful information about MTBI, concussion and
the post-concussion syndrome is offered by the Ontario
Neurotrauma Foundation (ONF) on their website, linked here.5
Imaging
Computerized Tomography (CT) has poor sensitivity for
MTBI diagnosis and it is primarily used for acute assessment of
head-injured individuals to rule out focal areas of haemorrhage
or other problems that may need surgical intervention. The
Canadian CT Head Rule was designed to identify a set of
objective criteria to help determine whether trauma patients
are likely to require neurological intervention or have clinically
important brain injury.

F ig 1: CT scan of brain after TBI showing areas of focal brain
haemorrhages – white patches (arrowed)

The rule identifies two sets of criteria, one for high-risk
patients and the other for low-risk patients. The first, a set of
high-risk criteria, identifies with 100% sensitivity (95% CI
0.92-1.00) patients at risk for urgent intervention, when any
of the following are present:
1. Glasgow Coma Scale score less than 15 at two hours
post-injury
2. Suspected open or depressed skull fracture
3. Any sign of basal skull fracture (e.g., ‘raccoon eyes’)
4. More than one episode of vomiting
5. Age more than 64 years.
A second group of patients, identified with 95% sensitivity,
is at moderate risk; namely, at risk of having clinically
important brain injury when any of the following are present:
1. Amnesia of 30 minutes or greater prior to trauma
2. Trauma from a dangerous mechanism (e.g., fall greater
than three feet, MVA with ejection from vehicle, or
pedestrian versus motor vehicle accident).

2. Dizziness

cont’d on page 18

5 http://onf.org/system/attachments/60/original/Guidelines_for_Mild_Traumatic_Brain_Injury_and_Persistent_Symptoms.pdf
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 17: Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries (MTBI)
For MTBI, however, MRI imaging is about 30% more
sensitive than CT to reveal deep-seated ‘shear’ injuries
although most MRI scans show normal results and the
findings are generally a poor predictor of persistent symptoms
of MTBI.

B. Somatic
• Headache – common, seen in a majority of patients with MTBI
• Dizziness – disequilibrium, vertigo, light-headedness,
persists in a sizeable minority of patient. May be
connected to inner ear vestibular damage also upper
cervical spine dysfunction
• Fatigue
• Insomnia
• Tinnitus
• Sensitivity to light and noise.
C. Emotional – Often interact with cognitive and somatic
symptoms and affect the reporting of symptoms
• Irritability
• Anxiety

F ig 2: MRI of brain after moderately severe brain injury showing areas
of diffuse brain atrophy in a case with a persistent vegetative state.
Individuals with MTBI, however, will mostly have normal MRI imaging.

Newer imaging techniques such as Single Photon Emission
Computed Tomography (SPECT) may have a better chance
of demonstrating abnormalities in patients with persistent
complaints that last more than one year. Diffusion Tensor
Imaging shows promise for demonstrating the combination
of injuries to the deeper portions of the brain and delayed
changes (secondary gliosis or scarring of brain tissue).
Functional MRI (fMRI) is a useful modality to demonstrate
the pathological effects of MTBI and encouraging reports
continue to appear indicating its value in establishing
whether the diagnosis applies for a claimant with symptoms
suggestive of a mild brain injury.
Other Tests
Visual Tracking Performance can be used to supplement
neuropsychological test information. Normal tracking of
a moving target requires the ability to combine several
cognitive and sensory processes, such as attention, selection
of the target, and memory.
Symptoms after MTBI
These may be outlined in three domains:

6

A. Cognitive – General fogginess, losing track of
conversations, difficulty with multitasking. Accurate
documentation requires detailed neuropsychological testing
and evaluation. Most MTBI patients will not have cognitive
effects beyond three months.7
• Concentration difficulty
• Decreased attention
• Poor memory

• Depression – rates are about 10-44% in the first three
months after MTBI. Neurobiological effects of injury as
well as psychological burden associated with the effects
of the injury, compounded by pre-injury psychological
problems or substance abuse.
• Emotional lability.
POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)
Symptoms overlap between this condition and MTBI,
including disturbances of memory and concentration. Onset
in most cases is early after the injury and a late onset should
be viewed with scepticism.
Some causes of persistent, prolonged MTBI symptoms
1. Previous concussion/s; e.g., athletes
2. Associated problems such as depression, chronic pain,
anxiety disorder, panic or mood disorder or PTSD
3. MTBI with complications as described above e.g.,
intracranial haemorrhages
4. Associated injuries; e.g., whiplash
5. Pre-injury psychiatric problems
6. Mental stress and personality factors; e.g., narcissistic
traits
7. Involvement in litigation
8. Biases in belief and attitudes.
Examples of recent British Columbia Cases involving
MTBI diagnosis
Barta v. DaSilva, 2018 BCCA 68 (CanLII)
The appellant appeals the trial judge’s finding that the
motor vehicle accident did not cause a mild traumatic brain
injury that impaired his ability to manage his financial affairs.

• Poor processing speed.

cont’d on page 19

6 Katz, Douglas I., Sara I. Cohen, and Michael P. Alexander. “Mild traumatic brain injury.” In Handbook of clinical neurology, vol. 127, pp. 131-156.
Elsevier, 2015
7 Linda Carroll et al., “Prognosis for Mild Traumatic Brain Injury: Results of the WHO Collaborating Centre Task Force on Mild Traumatic Brain Injury,”
Journal of Rehabilitation Medicine 36, no. 0 (2004): 84–105.
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CONTINUED, FROM PAGE 18: Mild Traumatic Brain Injuries (MTBI)
Held: Appeal dismissed. This was a fact-driven case. This
court will not interfere with the judge’s findings of fact
absent palpable and overriding error, which has not been
demonstrated.
Gauthier v Dubois, 2018 BCSC 229 (CanLII)
MTBI criteria: Difference in opinion between neurology
experts. At issue between the experts was the cause
of the plaintiff’s cognitive impairments: the plaintiff’s
experts attribute them to an organic brain injury while the
defendants, relying on the opinion of their expert, attribute
them to other factors, which the defendants concede are
themselves indirectly related to the accident in any event.
Gregg v Ralen, 2018 BCSC 171 (CanLII)
Whether the plaintiff’s report of being ‘dazed’ after the
accident met the criteria for MTBI. Uncertainty about MTBI
criteria internationally. Whether psychological and cognitive
effects of an MTBI had an impact on the plaintiff’s ability to
undertake nursing training which he aspired to.

Conclusions
Despite extensive research into MTBI syndromes, there
is still difficulty in reaching consensus on a robust set of
diagnostic criteria for the diagnosis of the condition. Many
symptoms are subjective and are also seen in several other
non-traumatic conditions. The future will bring increasingly
sophisticated brain imaging technology and possibly brain
protein markers detectable on blood or cerebrospinal fluid
testing, which will allow accurate confirmation of the
diagnosis.

Dr. Richard Veerapen Ph.D. is a former neurosurgeon with
legal qualifications, now a medlegal consultant in private practice
with MedLegal.Pro, a BC-based service offered to lawyers and
insurance professionals. (www.medlegal.pro)
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